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Abstract—We tackle the problem of predicting future links in dynamic networks. For this, we work with the Debian Mailing Lists. In this dataset, a user can post a question to the debian list and other users can reply it by email forming a thread. We show that the number of threads shared in the past between users is a better feature to predict future email exchanges than classical features, like the number of common neighbors. We also show that the structure of a thread do not match the traditional definition of a community, particularly a thread does not have many triangles and has many outgoing connections. While the number of shared (detected) communities is also a better feature to predict future email exchanges than traditional features, is not as good as the number of shared threads. We believe our work should raise interests in characterizing and detecting thread-like structures in dynamic networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

A social network is a social structure modelled as a graph, where nodes (vertices) represent people or other entities embedded in a social context, and edges represent social ties like friendship, kinship, dislike, conflict or trade, among entities. Social networks have been studied in many fields ranging from computer science to biology [4] [19] [13] [22]. These studies have opened unsuspected directions for research and a wealth of applications in understanding the nature of social networks.

Social networks are highly dynamic: over time, people or other entities create and deactivate social ties, thereby altering the structure of the networks in which they participate. How to capture the mechanism of network evolution is still a question that is not well understood. To address this problem, a lot of work has been done [16] [23] [6]. One study [17] introduced the link prediction problem: it estimates the probability that a new link between a pair of unconnected entities that will appear in the future. A new appeared link signifies the appearance of new interaction in the underlying social structure.

The early link prediction model [17] works explicitly on a social network. They estimated the similarity between a pair of vertices by various graph-based similarity metrics and used the ranking on similarity scores to predict the link between two vertices. Later, this work is extended in two ways. First, the external data outside the scope of graph topology is used to improve the prediction result. For example, [25] used friends-of-friends and place-friends to study a large real-world service called Gowalla, where friends-of-friends are all those users that share at least one friend without being directly connected, and place-friends are all those users that have visited at least one common place but are not connected to each other. Second, various similarity metrics as features are used in a supervised learning setup [2] where a binary classification algorithm (such as SVM, Decision Tree, and so on) is applied to predict links.

Recently, the field of relational learning has been extended for predicting link existence [11] [27]. As the main formal approach that extends Bayesian networks to the relational domain, probability relational models (PRMs) incorporate both vertex and edge attributes to model the joint probability distribution of a set of entities and the links that associate them. The advantage of PRMs is that they can incorporate the attributes of the entities to the model.

Besides these, there many approaches concern the evolution of social networks. For instance, [26] used a matrix factorization to estimate the similarity between nodes in real life social networks such as Facebook and MySpace. [28] showed that considering the time stamp of the previous interactions significantly improves the accuracy of the link prediction model. Additionally, there are surveys of link prediction algorithms [3] [18].

Our study uses a different approach that uses temporal topologies. The network is described by a link stream, where each interaction is temporal. In this aspect many link prediction approaches focus on the attributes based on the static topology of social network, while our investigations directly use temporal topologies to address the link prediction problem.

This paper focuses on one particular temporal structure called thread. In Debian Mailing Lists, users can post questions to the Debian List and developers can reply by email forming threads. We use different measures to investigate the basic properties of these threads (Section II). A link predictor based on the threads is then proposed (Section III). We studied whether a thread matched to the traditional definition of community. The analysis shows that a thread does not have many triangles and has many outgoing connections. Moreover, we propose another link predictor which is based on community structure (Section IV). Section V shows the discussion of our work. The conclusion is given by the last section.

II. DATASET

The data used for our analysis are email messages. They are extracted from Debien Mailing List from January 01, 2010 to December 31, 2013. This dataset has been used in [8] for analysing some properties at three different levels: the thread level, the labelled thread level, and the interaction network itself.

A. Description of Threads

Each email message has exactly one header, which is structured into fields such as:

- From: The email address, and optionally the name of the author(s).
• **Date**: The local time and date when the message was written.

• **Message-ID**: Also an automatically generated field; used to prevent multiple delivery and for reference in In-Reply-To: (see below).

• **In-Reply-To**: Message-ID of the message that this is a reply to. Used to link related messages together. This field only applies for reply messages.

Consequently, each message \( m \) (denoted by the value in "Message-ID" field) in our dataset can be labelled with the author \( A(m) \), the date \( T(m) \), the father \( F(m) \) and the root \( R(m) \). Here, \( A(m) \) is given by the email address in the "From" field, \( T(m) \) is the value in the "Date" field and the father \( F(m) \) is derived from the Message-ID in "In-Reply-To" field. If \( m \) has no father defined this way (it is not an answer to any other message) then we put as a convention that \( F(m) = m \). Moreover, this leads to the definition of the root. The root of a message \( m \) is either \( m \) itself if \( F(m) = m \), or else it is the root of \( F(m) \) such that \( R(m) = R(F(m)) \).

Our data is a set of messages \( M = \{ m_i \}_{i=1,2,...} \), where each message

\[
m_i = (A(m_i), T(m_i), F(m_i), R(m_i)).
\]

We now define the thread \( T \) which is a set of messages such that all messages in the set have the same root and no other does. Notice that a thread always contains exactly one root, which we denote by \( r(T) \), and each root \( r \) defines exactly one thread. We define a thread defined by a root \( r \) as \( T(r) = \{ m_i \} \) for all \( m_i \in M \) such that \( R(m_i) = r \). The duration of a thread is denoted by \( T = \text{arg max}_{m_i \in T} T(m_i) - \text{arg min}_{m_i \in T} T(m_i) \).

In our experiment, the data is filtered corresponding to the thread information and structural topology. As we selected the email messages from January 1, 2010 to December 31, 2013. We set the beginning time \( t_{min} = 1262304000 \) and the end time \( t_{max} = 1388534399 \). The former describes the time 00:00:00 UTC on January 1, 2010 and the latter corresponds to the time 23:59:59 UTC on December 31, 2013. A time threshold for filtering the root is defined as the middle of the selected period such as \( t_{thr} = \frac{t_{min} + t_{max}}{2} \). Likewise, a thread duration threshold is set such that \( T_{thr} = \frac{t_{max} - t_{min}}{2} \).

Then, for all used messages, their root should occur in the period \([t_{min}, t_{thr}]\) such that for all \( m_i \in M \), \( t_{min} \leq T(R(m_i)) \leq t_{thr} \). The threads that these messages belong to should have the duration equal to or less than the duration threshold such that \( T \subseteq M : T \leq T_{thr} \).

### B. Link Stream Representation

Here, we use the link stream [29] to represent the structure of threads. This representation can be used to characterize the temporal and topological features of threads.

A stream \( L \) is a sequence of time-ordered triplets: \( L = (l_i)_{i=1,...,n} \), where each link \( l_i = (t_i, u_i, v_i) \) represents a connection between node \( u_i \) and \( v_i \) at time \( t_i \). We call \( |L| = n \) its size and \( L = t_n - t_1 \) its duration.

We denote by \( V(L) \) the set of all nodes in \( L \), \( E(L) \) the set of pairs of connected nodes in \( L \), and \( T(L) \) the set of all time instants in \( L \). We define that each message can be represented by a link such that \( l(m) = (T(m), A(m), A(F(m))) \). A stream can be constructed for our message set, i.e., \( L(M) = (l(m_i))_{i=1,2,...} \) for all \( m_i \in M \).

Similarly, a sub-stream can be used to represent a thread, which is denoted by \( L(T) \). Each message \( m_i \) is represented by a link \( l_i = (t_i, u_i, v_i) \), where \( t_i \) is its timestamp, \( u_i \) and \( v_i \) denote its author and father respectively. A sub-stream \( L(T) \) has a set \( V \) of nodes and a set \( E \) of edges, where the set \( V \) represents the set of authors and the set \( E \) corresponds to the set of pairs of authors which send at least one email to each other.

Furthermore, some messages may result self-loops in the structural topology. In our following testing, each sub-stream that represents a thread only contains a set of no self-loop links such that for all \( l_i \in L(T) \), \( u_i \neq v_i \).

### C. Basic Characteristics of Threads

In this section, we present a statistical characterization of the structure of such threads using stream presentation. Fig. 1 shows the distribution of the thread size, i.e., the number of nodes, edges and link, and thread durations. We observe that the distribution of thread size has one tail: only 1.4% of threads have more than 10 nodes; nearly 1.8% of threads have more than 10 edges; and 94% of threads have less than 10 links. Our results show that most of threads do not have large size. On average, each thread has 3.2 nodes, 3.4 edges and 3.6 links.

Different from the number of nodes, edges and links, the distribution of thread duration with the average value 10^5 seconds has two tails. It indicates that there are very few threads whose duration is as short as 15 minutes while there exist some threads whose duration is longer than 1 day.

Next, we study the correlation between thread size and thread duration. From Fig. 2, we observe a small correlation: the threads that have short duration typically have small size. For instances, the threads that have the duration less than 10^4
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In the following, we apply different predictors in a sequence \( (L^t)_{t=1,2,\ldots} \) of snapshots [7] with a chosen length of time window \( W \). Assuming that the sequence \( (L^t)_{t=1,2,\ldots} \) starts from the timestamp \( t_0 \), each snapshot \( L^t \) is a set of links whose timestamps are between \( t_0 + W * (t-1) \) and \( t_0 + W * t \). Given a snapshot \( L^t \) with a set \( V^t \) of nodes and a set \( E^t \) of pairs of connected nodes, each predictor gives a score to every pair of unconnected nodes, which estimates the probability of creating a new connection at the successive snapshot \( L^{t+1} \). For the evaluation, the value \( N \) corresponds to the number of pairs of nodes that are not connected in \( L^t \) but have connections in \( L^{t+1} \) such that \( N = |E^{t+1} \cap (V^t \times V^t) - E^t| \).

It should be noted that the predictors that discussed in [17] [12] can identify \( < 10\% \) of new emerging links. It means that most methods to the link-prediction problem give rather poor results.

### III. THREADS AND LINK PREDICTION

#### A. Link Prediction Method

The evaluation of link prediction methods in our experiments is similar that [17] [12]. It measures the goodness of predictors based on a training part and a testing part. For the training part, it contains a set \( V_{\text{training}} \) of nodes and \( E_{\text{training}} \) of pairs of connected nodes. So does the testing part which has two sets: \( V_{\text{testing}} \) and \( E_{\text{testing}} \). We estimate the probability of new appearing interactions in the set: \( E_p = V_{\text{training}} \times V_{\text{training}} - E_{\text{training}} \).

All the predictors assign predicted connection weight \( \text{score}(i,j) \) to unconnected pairs of nodes \((i,j)\), based on the training part, and then produce a ranked node pair list in decreasing order of \( \text{score}(i,j) \), whose value is treated as proportional to the estimated probability of forming a new link between \( i \) and \( j \).

In this way each link predictor outputs a ranked list of node pairs in which would eventually form predicted links. From this list (sorted in decreasing values of scores), the set of first \( N \) entries is taken. We denote it by \( E_p^* \) such that \( \{ E_p^* : E_p^* \subseteq E_p \} \) and \( N = |E_p^*| \). The goodness of a predictor is measured by the percentage of pairs of nodes in \( E_p^* \) that are present in the \( E_{\text{testing}} \). This goodness measure is called the prediction.

### III. THREADS AND LINK PREDICTION

#### A. Link Prediction Method

The evaluation of link prediction methods in our experiments is similar that [17] [12]. It measures the goodness of predictors based on a training part and a testing part. For the training part, it contains a set \( V_{\text{training}} \) of nodes and \( E_{\text{training}} \) of pairs of connected nodes. So does the testing part which has two sets: \( V_{\text{testing}} \) and \( E_{\text{testing}} \). We estimate the probability of new appearing interactions in the set: \( E_p = V_{\text{training}} \times V_{\text{training}} - E_{\text{training}} \).

All the predictors assign predicted connection weight \( \text{score}(i,j) \) to unconnected pairs of nodes \((i,j)\), based on the training part, and then produce a ranked node pair list in decreasing order of \( \text{score}(i,j) \), whose value is treated as proportional to the estimated probability of forming a new link between \( i \) and \( j \).

In this way each link predictor outputs a ranked list of node pairs in which would eventually form predicted links. From this list (sorted in decreasing values of scores), the set of first \( N \) entries is taken. We denote it by \( E_p^* \) such that \( \{ E_p^* : E_p^* \subseteq E_p \} \) and \( N = |E_p^*| \). The goodness of a predictor is measured by the percentage of pairs of nodes in \( E_p^* \) that are present in the \( E_{\text{testing}} \). This goodness measure is called the prediction.

In the following, we apply different predictors in a sequence \( (L^t)_{t=1,2,\ldots} \) of snapshots [7] with a chosen length of time window \( W \). Assuming that the sequence \( (L^t)_{t=1,2,\ldots} \) starts from the timestamp \( t_0 \), each snapshot \( L^t \) is a set of links whose timestamps are between \( t_0 + W * (t-1) \) and \( t_0 + W * t \). Given a snapshot \( L^t \) with a set \( V^t \) of nodes and a set \( E^t \) of pairs of connected nodes, each predictor gives a score to every pair of unconnected nodes, which estimates the probability of creating a new connection at the successive snapshot \( L^{t+1} \). For the evaluation, the value \( N \) corresponds to the number of pairs of nodes that are not connected in \( L^t \) but have connections in \( L^{t+1} \) such that \( N = |E^{t+1} \cap (V^t \times V^t) - E^t| \).

It should be noted that the predictors that discussed in [17] [12] can identify \( < 10\% \) of new emerging links. It means that most methods to the link-prediction problem give rather poor results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>( W = 7 \text{ days} )</th>
<th>( W = 30 \text{ days} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(</td>
<td>V^t</td>
<td>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(</td>
<td>E^t</td>
<td>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(</td>
<td>L^t</td>
<td>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N )</td>
<td>( 61.87 \pm 17.49 )</td>
<td>( 309.86 \pm 47.49 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE I:** The basic features of snapshots with different time windows. The numbers (Mean ± SD) of nodes, edges, links and changing pairs of nodes \( N \) for each snapshot are shown.

seconds have less than 6 nodes. However, it is the case for small threads. They are not representative. As shown in Fig. 3, there is a peak at the duration of \( 10^5 \) seconds. It represents that many threads have the duration of nearly 1 day. The effect of thread size to thread duration is not significant.
random predictor, which simply picks randomly selected pairs of nodes that are not linked in the training part.

Fig. 4 shows the performance of several different predictors: the number of shared threads, the number of common neighbours and the PA. Considering that some node pairs may obtain the same score values, running one predictor several times can lead to different prediction values. Therefore, we run each predictor 100 times and compute the average prediction. We see that using the number of shared threads consistently outperforms the other methods.

As indicated in Tab. II, almost every predictor performs better than the random predictions (except the predictor by using PA in the snapshots with the length 30 days whose performance is similar as random predictor). The number of shared threads achieves the best performance for different lengths of time windows. Especially when increasing the length of time window, the performance of CN and PA only has subtle changes. The performance of the number of shared threads, however, improves a lot. Its average prediction accuracy is nearly 5%. This value is nearly twice as big as others. This observation suggests to further develop our methods and thread detection.

### IV. THREAD, COMMUNITY AND LINK PREDICTION

#### A. Thread and Community

Considering the good performance of threads in link prediction, we are interested in determining how individuals interact and form threads over time. We start from the distribution of the clustering coefficient. Here we use the concept of transitivity ratio to measure the average probability of a tie randomly established between two nodes in each thread.

The transitivity ratio is defined by:

$$ CC = \frac{3 \times \text{number of triangles}}{\text{number of connected triples of vertices}} $$

From Fig. 5a, we observe only a small portion of threads that have the clustering coefficient value larger than 0. The value of clustering coefficient corresponds to the number of triangles. Therefore, we learn that the threads in the email network do not have many triangles.

We then measure the ratio $k_{in}/k$ of the number of links within each thread to the total number of links connected to the thread. Given a thread $T$ which consists of the set $V$ of nodes, the number of links that connected to it is the sum of links that connected to the node set $V$ during the period when the thread $T$ is active. This ratio measures how community-like is a thread, indeed. A community [10] should be a group

![Graph showing prediction results](attachment:prediction_results.png)

**Fig. 4:** Prediction results for different methods on Debian Dataset with different time windows: (a) $W = 7$ days. (b) $W = 30$ days. Here the result is obtained by running each method 100 times.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Used</th>
<th>Prediction $W = 7$ days</th>
<th>Prediction $W = 30$ days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shared Threads</td>
<td>0.034 ± 0.0020</td>
<td>0.050 ± 0.0012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common Neighbours</td>
<td>0.021 ± 0.0019</td>
<td>0.025 ± 0.0004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>0.008 ± 0.0010</td>
<td>0.006 ± 0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Links</td>
<td>0.007 ± 0.0013</td>
<td>0.008 ± 0.0044</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II:** The average prediction accuracy (mean±SD) obtained by different methods on Debian Dataset with different time windows.
of nodes with more intra-connections than inter-connections that connect to the rest of network.

Fig. 5b shows the distribution of the ratio \(k_{in}/k\) of threads found in our dataset. We observe that 60% of threads have the value of \(k_{in}/k\) equal to 1.0, i.e., have no links outside their threads. This means that a substantial fraction of threads are disconnected. This result is different from the topological graph obtained by our dataset which only has nearly 15 disconnected edges. By plotting the histogram of threads’ ratio for threads that have at least 3 links and connect to the rest of the network in Fig. 5c, we observe a large portion nearly 60% of threads that have the ratio \(k_{in}/k\) less than 0.5. This means that many threads have high number of outgoing links.

Our above statistical analysis indicate that a thread does not satisfy the traditional definition of a community because a thread does not have many triangles and has many outgoing connections.

B. Community Structure and Link Prediction

Next, we study the community structure. Here, we first compare the structure of threads and communities, and then we study the predictive power of communities.

For the comparison, we detect the community which is a set of closely interrelated links. Most of existing community detection algorithms [5] [21] [15] are designed for discovering communities constituted by nodes. We use line graph [9] [1] to represent a stream. Such a line graph \(L\) is constructed by connecting all pairs of links \(\langle l_i, l_j \rangle\) if they share a common end point and the intercontact time is less than or equal to \(\Delta\). In our test, we set \(\Delta = 86400\) seconds (1 day) which matches to human behaviour cycle and corresponds to the duration of many threads. Based on a line graph which combines topological and temporal relations, we are able to detect link communities.

Algorithms for finding communities are quite diverse. In this section, we run Louvain algorithm [5] based on the modularity quality function [20] with a resolution parameter [24] and IOLoCo (Local community identification in social networks) [21]. The Louvain algorithm produces a hierarchical community structure. Here, we select the partition at the lowest level of the hierarchy as it produces the best results. IOLoCo finds the local community for a given node. For each node in \(I\), we find its local community which is used to estimate the predictive scores.

Based on the structures of threads and communities, we measure their normalized mutual information generalized for overlapping community structure [14]. The normalized mutual information quantifies the similarity between two sets of link groups. Its value equals 1 if the sets of groups are identical, whereas it has an expected value of 0 if the sets of groups are independent. From Tab. III, we observe that the similarity between the community structure and thread structure is very low. This result tells us that the thread structure is different from our detected community structure and we can’t characterize the threads by our found link communities.

As motivated by our above findings, using the number of shared threads can address the prediction problem, we assess the predictive power by using the number of shared communities. We detect link communities on each training snapshot. Each link corresponds to a temporal contact between a pair of nodes. It allows that each node belongs to at least one link communities. It also allows us to compute predictive scores for every pair of disconnected nodes by using the number of link communities that they share. Then we numerically rank these candidates according to their score and predict pairs of linked nodes in the testing snapshot.

Figure 6 shows predictors’ performance on our two sequences snapshots (see Sec. III-B). These predictors use the features including the number of shared threads, shared communities found by Louvain algorithm, shared communities found by IOLoCo and common neighbours. As indicated in Tab. IV, we observe that the communities found by Louvain algorithm and IOLoCo have similar performance in their
TABLE III: The average NMI obtained by different methods on Debian Dataset with different time windows

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>W = 7 days</th>
<th>W = 30 days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Louvain</td>
<td>0.1606 ± 0.0471</td>
<td>0.1654 ± 0.0434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOLoCo</td>
<td>0.1131 ± 0.0458</td>
<td>0.1273 ± 0.0362</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV: The average prediction obtained by different methods on Debian Dataset with different time windows

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>W = 7 days</th>
<th>W = 30 days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Louvain</td>
<td>0.025 ± 0.0018</td>
<td>0.038 ± 0.0017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOLoCo</td>
<td>0.022 ± 0.0020</td>
<td>0.040 ± 0.0007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6: Prediction results for different methods on Debian Dataset with different time windows: (a) W = 7 days. (b) W = 30 days. Here the result is obtained by running each method 100 times.

predictions. The number of shared communities provide better performance than that of CN but not as good as the number of shared threads. Moreover, the performance of the predictor that uses the number of shared communities is greatly improved when increasing the length of time window from W = 7 days to W = 30 days.

We can thus conclude that although the detected communities are different from the structure of threads, the predictor by using the number of shared communities also has superior predictive power than traditional predictors such as common neighbours predictor.

V. DISCUSSION

Our results are obtained by analysing an email network, which is a temporal social network. From its available temporal topology, we can know when the links between pairs of individuals occur, crucial for revealing network dynamics. In addition, there exist known particular structure called thread in the email network. These threads allow to study the specific patterns of temporal movement of individuals from one thread to another. Such valuable information can be used to predict new social ties for users who do not have any connection.

Here, we are just beginning to investigate social networks by using link stream. For example, by using sub-streams to describe threads, we observe the different performances between thread duration distribution and thread size distribution. The more detailed work is needed and may provide insight into the connection between individuals and temporal contact patterns. Moreover, we transform a link stream to a line graph and use the algorithm which uncovers the community structure of a static graph to discover the link communities. It shows that some metrics and methods for static graphs can be used in link stream directly. From this point, link stream might be a powerful tool to study the temporal and topological properties of social networks. Predicting future links by using link stream might be important for dynamical individuals.

The applications above show that some particular temporal structures such as threads and communities can be used to predict future links between individuals. Both temporal community membership and temporal thread membership reveal the likelihood between individuals. This information is crucial for further investigation of temporal null-model construction. Investigating more temporal and topological features of social networks will help to derive a clear and concise summary of a network’s temporal structure, to model network dynamics and accurately predict missing and future connections in a wide variety of situations.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we explore the connection between link prediction and temporal topology. We use the link stream to describe the temporal topology of social networks and employ particular temporal structures such as threads and communities to address link-prediction problem. In this study, we focus on studying the performance of the number of shared threads in predicting future links. Using the Debian Mailing Lists, we have found that the structure of a thread does not match the traditional definition of community. Another important conclusion is that the number of shared communities is a good
link predictor in the email network but not as good as the number of shared threads.

There are many future work. We are primarily interested in studying and characterizing threads. The structure of threads shows strong implicit relationship between users in email network. We only analysed the 1-mode network whose nodes represent individuals. If we use a 2-mode network whose nodes are distinguished into two classes such as regular individuals and irregular individuals, we may obtain more information about thread structure. Understanding the structure of threads will help us to model the evolution of social networks

In addition, we are interested in identifying link communities to tackle link-prediction problem. From our studies on email network, we know that the number of shared link communities can be used to predict future links. But we only considered the unweighted line graph. A weighted line graph may improve the performance of community detection methods and ameliorate the predictive power of the number of shared detected link communities.

We are also interested in identifying particular structures different from communities, such as thread-like structure. Using the number of shared (detected) threads to predict future social ties between entities in different fields such as sociology, biology, economics, information science and computer science, would be interesting.
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